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CONCEPT STATEMENT 

Die Fledermaus, music by Johann Strauss II and libretto translated by 

Nicholas Olcott, is a farcical celebration of breaking free from the social 

confines of class and propriety. The opera is a lighthearted comedy filled with 

mistaken identities, pranks, and situational humor. Die Fledermaus was 

originally written in 1874, but the director Nicholas Olcott thought that the 

frivolity and “bubbliness” in both the music and libretto lent itself to turn-of-the-

century Vienna. The year 1900 was a time of great change across Europe; 

art, architecture, culture, fashion, and music all shifted in response to a 

century that felt as though it had lost touch with nature and sentimentality. In 

particular, Art Nouveau (or Jugendstil) was inspired by a longing to connect 

with nature and organic forms, running contrary to a society with rigid social 

codes between classes and sexes. For my scenic design of Die Fledermaus, 

the style of Art Nouveau became a vehicle to express the inner longing of the 

characters to break free from the structure around them; Falke seeks revenge 

against Eisenstein for humiliating him in front of Viennese society, Adele 

longs to be something greater than a chambermaid, and Ida pursues Prince 

Orlofsky as a means to travel upwards on the social ladder. 

 One of the first challenges I faced as the set designer of Die 

Fledermaus was how to make three entirely separate acts and locations have 

a unified look onstage. The director, early on in the process, expressed a 

desire for each act to have a separate scenic identity. This meant that my 

task was to create three different looks while remaining within a modest 
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budget. Through conversations with the director and my advisor, Daniel 

Conway, we decided that the best approach to the design would be to have a 

“shell” or framing device that each act would move in and out of. The use of 

the grand drape between acts also allowed me a large amount of freedom in 

choosing how one act would transition into the next without being viewed by 

the audience.  

I used the style of Art Nouveau as a jumping off point to develop a 

unique aesthetic for every act, each of which presented a new set of aesthetic 

and staging challenges. Act 1 takes place in Eisenstein and Rosalinde’s living 

room in their elegant apartment in Vienna. This act has a vital requirement 

that the character Alfred must climb through the window into the apartment. I 

anchored my design of the living room around the window and from there 

explored the idea of the living room being an expression of Rosalinde’s 

feminine tastes. I wanted the space to feel light, airy, and elegant. The 

director also expressed a desire to keep the living room feeling clean and 

minimal in make-up. A great source of architectural inspiration for me was 

Victor Horta’s Hôtel Tassel. 

Act 2, set in an elaborate ballroom in the estate of Prince Orlofsky, 

offered the largest staging challenge for me as a designer. The second act is 

traditionally preformed with several guest artists who perform various songs 

each night, and with this in mind Nick expressed his idea that the second act 

would feel more like an Art Nouveau café or cabaret than a ballroom. He 

wanted a stage-within-a-stage with a baby grand piano that would serve as a 
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cornerstone for the second act set design. He also presented the idea that 

donors to Maryland Opera Studio would be able to purchase seats onstage 

for this act, meaning that I would have to accommodate eight café tables and 

twenty four café chairs. Because this act offered so many physical 

requirements and its role within the opera as the focal point of the dramatic 

action, it became clear that this was set around which the other two acts had 

to be designed. In my design for the second act, I sought to express the spirit 

of the party, a place where traditional social codes could be broken. The 

design team as a whole wanted to explore the sensuality of the party, where 

people can give in to forbidden desires; the colors were richer than the 

audience had seen before, the space fuller and deeper, and the light more 

shadowy and seductive.  

Finally, Act 3, taking place in the front office of a prison, was the most 

conceptually challenging of all the locations in the opera. Traditionally, the 

third act’s set design emphasizes the connection of the office to a prison, 

whereas Nick made it extremely clear from the beginning of the design 

process that the office should feel more like a reception room to a hotel than a 

jail. Frank describes the prison he runs as a “big beautiful birdcage… lots of 

birds fly in and out”, and when Adele and Ida come visit the jail, they 

comment “thirteen reception rooms! What a huge place this must be”. In light 

of this direction, my task as a designer was to design the office as an elegant 

reception room with hints and nods as its function as a prison. Art Nouveau 

wrought iron work melded perfectly with this conceptual approach.  
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Designing the set for Die Fledermaus was an exercise in creating a 

space in which three completely different locations could easily inhabit the 

same “shell” while simultaneously celebrating the joie de vivre of Art Nouveau 

rebellion against restrictive social norms.  
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CHAPTER 1: THE PRE-PRODUCTION PROCESS 

1.1 THE INITIAL DESIGN MEETING 

The design process for Die Fledermaus began with a First Design Meeting. 

Prior to this meeting, I read the first draft of the libretto by Nicholas Olcott, 

listened to the music, and watched the archival video of the production of Die 

Fledermaus at the Royal Opera House in London. Nicholas Olcott, the 

director, also sent the design team a power point (Figures 1-21) that 

described aesthetically and emotionally how he would like the opera as a 

whole and each act to feel. At the First Design Meeting, Nicholas talked 

through his ideas for the opera, describing a group of people cutting loose 

from a regimented Austro-Hungarian society, reveling in the act of escaping 

from their day-to-day lives. 

Maryland Opera Studio
Spring 2013

DIE 
FLEDERMAUS 

BY 
JOHANN 

STRAUSS, JR. 

Figure 1 
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1.1 THE INITIAL DESIGN MEETING – DIRECTOR’S POWERPOINT 

4/16/14%

1%

The setting: 
Vienna 
1900 

 
1) An apartment 

In an elegant building 
2) A ballroom in an even more 

elegant building 
3) An office in an elegant Jail 

 
(I’m not setting it in a bath resort 
as indicated in the libretto.  That 

setting meant something to a 
19th century Viennese audience, 

but it means nothing to us.) 

…but it’s a beautiful period in Viennese art/architecture/fashion ---- 

THIS IS SOMEWHAT LATER THAT WHEN 
THE PIECE WAS WRITTEN…. 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 
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1.1 THE INITIAL DESIGN MEETING – DIRECTOR’S POWERPOINT 

4/16/14%

2%

or more plainly written, 
Jugendstil,

also known as  Art nouveau 
 

It’s the period of….. 

Qualities: 

 
1)  fluidity 

2) Airiness 
3) Sensuality 

4) Elegance 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 4 

Figure 5 
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1.1 THE INITIAL DESIGN MEETING – DIRECTOR’S POWERPOINT 

4/16/14%

3%

Sometimes fantastical in form and decoratiom. 
Sometimes simple in form, fantastical in 

decoration. 

Sometimes quite colorful. Sometimes monochromatic. 

Figure 6 

Figure 7 
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1.1 THE INITIAL DESIGN MEETING – DIRECTOR’S POWERPOINT 

4/16/14%

4%

For Act I, the interior of 
a bourgeois home, I find 
myself drawn to light 
colors with the flowing 
lines in metal…. 

…or paint…. …or wood. 

One thing the first act 
definitely needs at least one 
window like this.  I’d love to 
see Alfred only from the 
shoulders up as he sings – as if 
the window is raised slightly 
from street level  So when he 
enters through the window, he 
has to climb in. 

Figure 8 

Figure 9 
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1.1 THE INITIAL DESIGN MEETING – DIRECTOR’S POWERPOINT 

4/16/14%

5%

As if in a house like an “English basement” like this. 
Alfred must stand on a box to look in the window and must climb in to gain access. 

Jugendstil also had a more 
colorful, geometric side. 

But I believe this was a little 
later than 1900. 

Figure 10 

Figure 11 
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1.1 THE INITIAL DESIGN MEETING – DIRECTOR’S POWERPOINT 

4/16/14%

6%

I could be talked into another 
look, but I find myself drawn to 

the lighter look…. 

…with undulating lines. 

I’d like to avoid the more overblown 
use of the fluid line, as it developed 
into Gaudi mannerism… 

---and I certainly want to avoid the 
decadent and sinister feeling that 
Beardsley brought to the style. 

Figure 12 

Figure 13 
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1.1 THE INITIAL DESIGN MEETING – DIRECTOR’S POWERPOINT 

4/16/14%

7%

I also want to avoid the 
geometric/flat touch that Klimt 
introduced to Jugendstil. 

And I’d like to avoid the 
overdecoration that 
connects the era with 
the Victorian period. 

Figure 14 

Figure 15 
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1.1 THE INITIAL DESIGN MEETING – DIRECTOR’S POWERPOINT 

4/16/14%

8%

I think there’s some 
way here to connect the 
three locations: 
1) the domestic interior,  

2) the palatial ballroom 
that really resembles a 
restaurant/cabaret, and  

3) an office so elegantly 
appointed that people 
mistake it for the 
reception room in a 
private home. 

Size-wise, the second 
set (Orlovsky’s party 
room) can be the 
biggest.  The most 
people are on stage for 
it. 

It needs to have at least 
six tables, seating 2 – 4 
each.  It also needs to 
have a stage with a 
piano. 

We hope to use it on off-
nights to hold a cabaret. 

Figure 16 

Figure 17 
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1.1 THE INITIAL DESIGN MEETING – DIRECTOR’S POWERPOINT 

4/16/14%

9%

I’d also love for the second act 
set to have a wonderful 
staircase from which Orlovsky 
delivers his/her aria. 
 
I don’t know if there’s a place 
for it in the other two acts. 
 
I also don’t know if we can 
afford it.  Just a dream. 

I love this picture of an actual cabaret of the era, but I don’t think it’s useful. 
Still, I like it. 

 

Figure 18 

Figure 19 
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1.1 THE INITIAL DESIGN MEETING – DIRECTOR’S POWERPOINT 

4/16/14%

10%

That’s all I have for set research.  
Now let’s turn to women’s clothes.  

I have chosen  

1900 
because I think that era best 

flatters our leading ladies. I’ve 
looked at a lot of pictures of  

Lillian Russell. 
As a friend of mine says, our motto 

needs to be: 

 
Embrace 

The  
Hourglass! 

There will be lots of props, and I will be getting a list out 
soon.  But one thing that will take some searching is 
champagne glasses.  The most common ones of the period 
were the coupes.  The problem is I would like them to be 
UNBREAKABLE and that’s hard to find. 

4/16/14%

11%

If we do have to go with flutes, which are easier to find in 
acrylic, I’m hoping we could find some that simulate cut 
crystal or perhaps paint decoration on the acrylic.  The 
unadorned flute just looks too modern to me. 
 

Can’t wait to get together to talk about 

Die Fledermaus 

Figure 20 

Figure 21 
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CHAPTER 1: THE PRE-PRODUCTION PROCESS 

1.2 RESEARCH IMAGES – THE SHELL 

I began thoroughly researching 1900’s Vienna, the Art Nouveau style in 

architecture, furniture, and graphics, and any imagery that would evoke the 

emotional qualities of the opera after the First Design Meeting. The opera’s 

three act structure, with each act being a different location, meant that I 

needed to create a permanent “shell” that the different sets for each act would 

move in and out of. The “shell” idea is more affordable than three completely 

different sets, allows for easier transitions between acts, and immediately 

gives a structural unity that connects all locations of the opera.  Figures 23-29 

represent the research that inspired the permanent structure of the design. 

Figure 22 Figure 23 
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1.2 RESEARCH IMAGES – THE SHELL 

Figure 24 

Figure 25 
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1.2 RESEARCH IMAGES – THE SHELL 

Figure 26 

Figure 27 
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1.2 RESEARCH IMAGES – THE SHELL 

Figure 28 

Figure 29 
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CHAPTER 1: THE PRE-PRODUCTION PROCESS 

1.3 RESEARCH IMAGES – ACT SPECIFIC 

ACT 1: THE LIVING ROOM 

In addition to the general research for the “shell” of the design, I needed to do 

specific research for each act. The first act is set in the living room of an 

elegant apartment in Vienna. Nick wanted the first act to feel “light… with 

undulating lines” (Figure 12) with a large window that allowed the character 

Alfred to crawl through; this became my jumping off point for exploring airy Art 

Nouveau interior styles. Figures 30-35 are the research I used for developing 

the set for the first act.  

Figure 30 
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1.3 RESEARCH IMAGES – ACT SPECIFIC 

Figure 31 

Figure 32 
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1.3 RESEARCH IMAGES – ACT SPECIFIC 

Figure 33 
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1.3 RESEARCH IMAGES – ACT SPECIFIC 

Figure 34 

Figure 35 
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CHAPTER 1: THE PRE-PRODUCTION PROCESS 

1.3 RESEARCH IMAGES – ACT SPECIFIC 

ACT 2: THE CAFE 

The second act took place in a café that included a cabaret stage with a baby 

grand piano, several café tables and chairs, and space for ballroom dancing. 

The second act feels dramatically different from the first in that the characters 

are letting go of social conventions, and I wanted the set to reflect this. For 

my research, I wanted to explore cabaret stages and an Art Nouveau party 

atmosphere. Figures 38-42 represent the research I utilized for the second 

act.  

Figure 36 
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1.3 RESEARCH IMAGES – ACT SPECIFIC 

Figure 37 

Figure 38 
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1.3 RESEARCH IMAGES – ACT SPECIFIC 

Figure 39 
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1.3 RESEARCH IMAGES – ACT SPECIFIC 

Figure 40 

Figure 41 
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1.3 RESEARCH IMAGES – ACT SPECIFIC 

Figure 42 
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CHAPTER 1: THE PRE-PRODUCTION PROCESS 

1.3 RESEARCH IMAGES – ACT SPECIFIC 

ACT 3: THE OFFICE 

The final act of the opera took place in the office or reception room of a 

prison. Nick was very clear that the office should be very elegant and “have 

the appearance of a private home”. With this is mind my research for the third 

act was primarily of Art Nouveau offices and subtle ways in which I might 

include the presence of a jail. Figures 43-51 are the research images that 

inspired my set design for the third act. 

 

Figure 43 
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1.3 RESEARCH IMAGES – ACT SPECIFIC 

Figure 44 

Figure 45 
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1.3 RESEARCH IMAGES – ACT SPECIFIC 

Figure 46 

Figure 47 
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1.3 RESEARCH IMAGES – ACT SPECIFIC 

Figure 48 

Figure 49 
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1.3 RESEARCH IMAGES – ACT SPECIFIC 

Figure 50 

Figure 51 
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CHAPTER 1: THE PRE-PRODUCTION PROCESS 

1.4 DEVELOPING THE DESIGN 

After receiving positive feedback from the research I presented to Nicholas 

Olcott and the design team, I began to develop the design by sketching. I 

started to solidify how I wanted each space to feel and what specific items of 

furniture I would need for each act. Between conversations with the director 

and my advisor, Daniel Conway, the set design started to emerge.  

My initial sketches (Figures 52-54) were very symmetrical, which 

caused each act to feel visually stagnant and allowed for fewer interesting 

staging options. In response to these initial sketches, I wanted to explore 

more thoroughly the evocative asymmetrical lines of Art Nouveau. My next 

series of sketches (Figures 55-57), though staying true to my initial 

impression of how each space should feel, investigated more interesting and 

complex compositions onstage. The third series of sketches (Figures 58-60) 

further refined the design, honing in more precisely on what the structure of 

the “shell” would be and what items were necessary for each act. I grappled 

most with defining the Act 3 set, finding it difficult to present a masculine, 

reserved space that was so utterly different than the previous two acts. 

Because of this, the third act progressed the most over the course of my 

design process. What follows are the three separate series of renderings. 
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1.4 DEVELOPING THE DESIGN 

Figure 52 

Figure 53 

Figure 54 
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1.4 DEVELOPING THE DESIGN 

Figure 55 

Figure 56 

Figure 57 
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1.4 DEVELOPING THE DESIGN  

Figure 58 

Figure 59 

Figure 60 
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CHAPTER 1: THE PRE-PRODUCTION PROCESS 

1.5 FINAL RENDERINGS 

After sculpting the design through hand sketching, I finally added color. I 

decided to “paint” my renderings in Photoshop® so that I could color pick from 

a painting by Art Nouveau artist Alphonse Mucha (Figure 61). This allowed 

me to stay within a color palette that was harmonious and easily 

communicated to both the costume designer, Kelsey Hunt, and lighting 

designer, Robert Denton. The Figures 62-64 are the final color renderings of 

the set design. 

Figure 61 
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1.5 FINAL RENDERINGS  
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1.5 FINAL RENDERINGS  
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1.5 FINAL RENDERINGS  
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CHAPTER 1: THE PRE-PRODUCTION PROCESS 

1.6 THE MODEL 

After showing my final renderings to Nick Olcott and Daniel Conway, I moved 

forward with creating a ¼” scale model of my scenic design. Developing the 

model was incredibly important for me to completely realize my design. 

Working with the physical model pieces allowed me to further sculpt the 

space and create a fully fleshed out design. I began with a “bash model” that 

allowed me to adjust the juxtaposition of each scenic piece (Figures 65 and 

66) that then informed the final model pieces that would become the design. 

Figures 67-69 are photos of the completed ¼” scale model. 

 

Figure 65 

Figure 66 
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1.6 THE MODEL  
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1.6 THE MODEL  
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1.6 THE MODEL  
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CHAPTER 2: THE PRODUCTION PROCESS 

2.1 THE DRAFTING 

The next step in the design process was creating a full technical drafting 

packet for the complete set design. As the design went through the “cost out” 

process, where we took a look at the pieces of scenery and tried to get it 

within the $10,000 budget, I continued to update the drafting to reflect any 

changes. In the end, I didn’t have to sacrifice any pieces of scenery for the 

sake of the budget. I was able to make cuts on materials and the size of some 

of the set pieces to get within the given budget. The final drafting packet 

follows (Figures 70-80). 
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2.1 THE DRAFTING 
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2.1 THE DRAFTING
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2.1 THE DRAFTING 
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2.1 THE DRAFTING 
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2.1 THE DRAFTING 
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2.1 THE DRAFTING 
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2.1 THE DRAFTING 
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2.1 THE DRAFTING 
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2.1 THE DRAFTING 
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2.1 THE DRAFTING 
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CHAPTER 2: THE PRODUCTION PROCESS 

2.2 THE SERVICE PIECE LIST 

In tandem with the drafting packet, I created a Service Piece List. This is 

primarily used in the cost out process to name each of the pieces of scenery 

and connect the worlds of carpentry and paint. Below is the Service Piece 

List. 

 
 

 
 

Production Services Piece List 

CAD_Share:GRADUATE STUDENTS:SCENIC GRADS:Paige Hathaway:Fledermaus:Paperwork:Fledermaus Unit List 107.doc - 4/16/14 

 

Department: School of Music Director: Nicholas Olcott 
Show: Die Fledermaus Scenic Designer: Paige Hathaway 
Space: Kay Theatre Lighting Designer: Robert Denton 

 

The piece list function is to provide descriptive information for preferred construction methods, materials, 
research, and suggested aesthetic designs.  This list will accompany the design package for the production. 

 

Plate 
# 

Unit 
(on plate) 

Description 
(movement, weight, location, materials, quantity) 

Notes 
(research, images, websites) 

3 Show Deck Painted show deck, meant to resemble a 
fine granite floor, satin finish, overhangs 
front edge of the stage by 2’, edge has 6” 
facing 
 

 
 

4 Shell 
(Walls B, 
C, D, and 
E, Platform 
G, Stair F) 

Large art nouveau room with two 
doorways, one up four steps SL and one 
SR, US of the main act curtain, painted 
graphic wallpaper with curved mouldings 
 
In the SL doorway is a faux brass gate 
that, for Act I and Act II, hinges back out 
of sightlines and is then swung into place 
for Act III 
 
Must be back painted 

 
5 Shell 

Portal 
(Portal H) 

Large portal, similarly painted as the 
Shell, motorized clock allows hands to be 
manipulated to three different times 
during the course of the opera 
 
Must be backpainted 

 
 

Figure 81 
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2.2 THE SERVICE PIECE LIST 

 

 
 

 

Production Services Piece List 

CAD_Share:GRADUATE STUDENTS:SCENIC GRADS:Paige Hathaway:Fledermaus:Paperwork:Fledermaus Unit List 107.doc - 4/16/14 

6 Living 
Room Wall 
(Flying 
Wall J) 

Flown unit, resembles the shell walls in 
style, has large practical window that 
singer crawls through during the action of 
the opera, window seat will be attached to 
unit for Act I and then roll off stage, large 
painting is attached to SL portion of wall 
 
Must be backpainted 

 
6 Sky Drop Painted seamless muslin drop, is attached 

to a rolling steel frame that allows Sky 
Drop to sit between Living Room Wall unit 
and Café Stage, will be lit 

 
7 US and DS 

Drape 
(Drapes K 
and L) 

Two large swagged red velvet curtains 
that fly in for Act II, are decorated with 
fabric rosettes and large gold tassels, rent 
or borrow if at all possible 

 
7 Café Portal 

(Portal M)  
Large portal, flown in for Act II, curved 
mouldings, DS of Café Stage 
 
Must be backpainted 

 
7 Café Stage 

(Platform 
N and Wall 
O) 

Is permanently in place US, consists of a 
back wall and a 1’6” tall stage with three 
steps, will have a baby grand piano 
permanently placed on the stage 
 
Stage has a planked lid that is meant to 
resemble wood stained red, should have a 
satin finish 
 
Back wall has a large Mucha mural, 
practical lightbulbs line the arch (fixture 
TDB by lighting designer) 
 

 

 

Figure 82 
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2.2 THE SERVICE PIECE LIST 

 
 

 

Production Services Piece List 

CAD_Share:GRADUATE STUDENTS:SCENIC GRADS:Paige Hathaway:Fledermaus:Paperwork:Fledermaus Unit List 107.doc - 4/16/14 

 

Must be backpainted 

8 Office Wall 
(Flying 
Wall P) 

Flown in for Act III, practical doorway, 
has a 9” deep shelf on which will be 
placed numerous items (books, vases, 
picture frames, etc.), attached above the 
doorway will be a prison bell, attached to 
the wall are five large paintings in gold 
frames, painted wallpaper 
 
Must be backpainted  

9 Brass 
Structure 
(Structure 
Q) 

Large, intricate structure meant to 
resemble brass, flown in for Act III, three 
faux columns, backed in some sections by 
painted 2” welded wire mesh 

 
9 Office 

Reveal 
(Hinging 
Wall R) 

Flown in for Act III behind Office Wall to 
be seen through doorway, hinges at 
vertical moulding seam, stores “closed” 
when flown out, hinges “open” when 
flown in, same paint treatment as shell 
walls 

 

Figure 83 
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CHAPTER 2: THE PRODUCTION PROCESS 

2.3 PAINT ELEVATIONS 

After creating the drafting packet, I then went on to create paint elevations of 

each piece of scenery in order to communicate the paint treatment to the 

paint charge, Ann Chismar. Through the “cost out” process, it was decided 

that several of the paint treatments would be too time intensive to achieve 

within the given amount of time to build the show. As an alternative, it was 

then decided that we would print some of these treatments instead of painting 

them. These pieces are the mural on the back of the “Café Stage” (Figure 

86), the wallpaper for the “Office Wall” (Figure 87), and the mural above the 

door on the “Office Wall” (Figure 87). Figures 84-88 are the paint elevations 

that were given to the paint charge. 

 Figure 84 
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2.3 PAINT ELEVATIONS 
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CHAPTER 2: THE PRODUCTION PROCESS 

2.4 LINESET SCHEDULE 

The Lineset Schedule is created to specifically communicate which piece of 

scenery goes on which baton or lineset. This piece of paperwork developed 

during conversations between Robert Denton, the lighting designer, and I. He 

was enormously flexible in working around how much scenery needed to be 

flown. Figure 89 is the final Lineset Schedule. 

10/30/13

Revision 
Date:

Revised By:

Line # Standard Use Trim Notes Position Trim Line #

1 Hard Header 23-0 1'-0" 1
2 Main Drape Has Traveler Track 1'-6" 2
3 Border #1 22-0 May interfere with Main Drape if changed 2'-0" 3
4 Legs #1 May interfere with 1st Electric if changed 2'-6" 4
5 Blocked by 1st Electric* 3'-0" 5
6 1st Electric 25-0 Motorized Electric 3'-6" 6
7 Blocked by 1st Electric* 4'-0" 7
8 Blocked by 1st Electric* 4'-6" 8
9 5'-0" 9

10 5'-6" 10
11 6'-0" 11
12 6'-6" 12
13 7'-0" 13
14 7'-6" 14
15 Border #2 22-0 8'-0" 15
16 Legs #2 8'-6" 16
17 Blocked by 2nd Electric* 9'-0" 17
18 Blocked by 2nd Electric* 9'-6" 18
19 2nd Electric 25-0 10'-0" 19
20 Blocked by 2nd Electric* 10-6" 20
21 Blocked by 2nd Electric* 11'-0" 21
22 11-6" 22
23 SL Tab Offstage Blackout US-DS pipe 23
24 Stage Left LX Ladder US-DS pipe 24
25 13'-6" 25
26 14'-0" 26
27 14'-6" 27
28 Border #3 22-0 15'-0" 28
29 Legs #3 15'-6" 29
30 16'-0" 30
31 Blocked by 3rd Electric* 16'-6" 31
32 Blocked by 3rd Electric* 17'-0" 32
33 3rd Electric 25-0 17'-6" 33
34 Blocked by 3rd Electric* 18'-0" 34
35 Blocked by 3rd Electric* 18'-6" 35
36 19'-0" 36
37 19'-6" 37
38 20'-0" 38
39 20'-6" 39
40 Border #4 22-0 21'-0" 40
41 Legs #4 21'-6" 41
42 Mid Stage Traveler 22'-0" 42
43 Black RP Screen 22'-6" 43
44 Blocked by 4th Electric* 23'-0" 44
45 Blocked by 4th Electric* 23'-6" 45
46 4th Electric 25-0 24'-0" 46
47 Blocked by 4th Electric* 24'-6" 47
48 Stage Right. LX Ladder US-DS pipe 48
49 SR Tab Offstage Blackout US-DS pipe 49
50 26'-6" 50
51 27'-0" 51
52 Extra Border Grid Stored Extra Border 27'-6" 52
53 Extra Legs Grid Stored Extra Legs 28'-0" 53
54 Border #5 22-0 28'-6" 54
55 Legs #5 29'-0" 55
56 29'-6" 56
57 Border #6 22-0 30'-0" 57
58 Legs #6 30'-6" 58
59 White Scrim 31'-0" 59
60 Black Scrim 31'-6" 60
61 32'-0" 61
62 White RP Screen Used As Cyc 32'-6" 62
63 33'-0" 63
64 33'-6" 64
65 34'-0" 65
66 Blocked by Cyc Electric* 34'-6" 66
67 Blocked by Cyc Electric* 35'-0" 67
68 Cyc Electric 25-0 Motorized Electric 35'-6" 68
69 Blocked by Cyc Electric* 36'-0" 69
70 Blocked by Cyc Electric* 36'-6" 70
71 Back Full Black 37'-0" 71
72 Bounce Drop Filled White Scrim 37'-6" 72

 

Border #6
Legs #6

Extra Border
Extra Legs
6th Electric

Legs #5

Dedicated Stage Right LX Ladder
Dedicated SR Tab

Chandelier

Hinging Wall R

4th Electric

Drape K
Black Duv Curtain (2 legs to 12' SL & SR)

Border
Header H

Legs
Structure Q

Flying Wall J

Drape L

1st Electric
1st Electric

2nd Electric

Kay Theatre Standard Lineset Schedule

Dedicated Hard Header
Dedicated Main Drape

Black Scrim

Show
Name:

2/19/14
Paige/Rob/B2

Requested Use - List ALL Linesets To Be Used

Die Fledermouse

Dedicated SL Tab
Dedicated Stage Left LX Ladder

Flying Wall P and Border
Sky Drop S

3rd Electric

Portal M and Border
Legs

5th Electric

Dedicated Mid Stage Traveler
Border

Black RP Screen

*   ALL LINESETS ARE ON 6" CENTERS. ANY LINESET USED AS AN ELECTRIC WILL REQUIRE TWO LINESETS UPSTAGE AND DOWNSTAGE OF IT TO REMAIN EMPTY AND GRIDDED *

Back Full Black
Bounce Drop

Cyc Electric

Figure 89 
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CHAPTER 2: THE PRODUCTION PROCESS 

2.5 THE PROPERTIES LIST 

A Properties List is developed to communicate to the prop master what props 

are needed for the production, how many of each, and what they should look 

like. Nicholas OIcott was very precise about what props and pieces of 

furniture he would like onstage, and made it a priority to not clutter the space 

or make things complicated for the singers onstage. Figures 90-92 are the 

Properties List I created. 

 
10/7/13

CAD_Share:GRADUATE STUDENTS:SCENIC GRADS:Paige Hathaway:Fledermaus:Paperwork:Fledermaus Prop List.xls

Prop Description Qty. Reh
Tech

Perf Notes
(location, paint, function) Y/N Y/N

Y/
N

1 Easy Chairs
Armless, upholstered in cream fabric, 
stained wood frame, should somewhat 

match the Sofa in style
2

2 Sofa Upholstered in cream fabric, length should 
roughly be 4'6", stained wood frame

1

3 Dining Chairs Stained wooden frame, art nouveau style 
carved back

2

4 Small Table Circular with four legs, diameter should 
roughly be 2'6"

1

5 Window Seat

Upholstered in brown fabric, fluted back, 
diamond tufted seat, drafting will be 

provided, must be sturdy as back will be 
climbed on by actors

1

6 Side Table Small, must fit the Large  Vase 1

7
Baby Grand 

Piano
Provided by School of Music 1

8 Piano Bench For piano player, upholstered in red fabric, 
decorative legs

1

9 Café Tables Faux white marble top, Diameter of top 
cannot exceed 2'6"

8

10 Café Chairs Bentwood Café Chairs, painted espresso/ 
van dyke brown color

24

11 Writing Desk Stained wood, few or no drawers are 
needed,  length should not exceed 5'

1

12
Rolling Desk 

Chair
Stained wood, must be able to easily roll 1

13 Side Chairs Stained wood, Art Nouveau style 2
14 Coat Rack Bentwood, stained wood 1

15 Chandelier Oval, with globe glass fixtures, brass, 
footprint dimensions cannot exceed 2' x 5'

1

16
Lace Table 

Topper
For Small Table, circular, roughly 1'6" in 

diameter
1

17
Living Room 

Painting

Gold frame, dimensions of frame are 
roughly 5'6" x 4', painting is specific, 

attached to Flying Wall J
1

SET DRESSING

Prop 
#

Production Services Props List
Department: Music/Opera Director: Nicholas Olcott

Space: The Kay Theatre
Show: DIE FLEDERMAUS Designer: Paige Hathaway

Assistant Designer: Eddie Moncrief

FURNITURE

Figure 90 
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2.5 THE PROPERTIES LIST 

 

10/7/13

CAD_Share:GRADUATE STUDENTS:SCENIC GRADS:Paige Hathaway:Fledermaus:Paperwork:Fledermaus Prop List.xls

18 Pillows For Window Seat, various shapes, sizes, and 
colors, with trim

5

19 Large Vase For Side Table, wide and oval, green in color 1

20
Large Vase 

Plant
Green, leafy, wide, but not too tall 1

21 Small Vase For Small Table, tall and cylindrical, brown 
in color

1

22
Small Vase 

Flowers
Red in color, tall arrangement 1

23 Desk Lamp
Curved neck, brass, with shade that looks 
Art Nouveau in style, does not have to be 

practical
1

24 Vases
Different sizes, tall and narrow is preferred, 

Art Nouveau in style, will be attached to 
Flying Wall P ledge

2

25 Vase Flowers Variety of shapes/sizes depending on their 
corresponding vase shape

2

26 Ledgers Large, stacked on Writing Desk 3

27 Books Large, law books, to be stacked on Flying 
Wall P ledge

10 to 12

28
 Office 

Paintings

Painted gold, one at 10' x 4'9", one at 4' x 
5'5", two at 3'3" x 2'3", and one oval at 1'6" x 
2', paintings are specific to each frame, to be 

attached to Flying Wall P 

5

29
Table Top 

Picture 
Frames

Varying shapes and sizes, should contain 
either miniature paintings or black and 

white photographs, to be attached to Flying 
Wall P ledge

3 to 4

30 Knick-knacks

Could be boxes, vases, figurines, clocks, etc. 
preferably Art Nouveau in style, but could 

be pulled from stock, to be attached to 
Flying Wall P ledge

5 to 7

31 Prison Bell brass finish, not practical, mounted to 
Flying Wall P 

1

32 Pen Set Fountain pen with holder and ink, for 
Writing Desk

1

33 Desk Blotter Green in color, for Writing Desk 1

34 Piano Lamp Practical, sits on top of piano to light sheet 
music 

1

35 Sconces Practical, from stock with clear globe, attach 
to Portal H

2

36 Serving Trays
Silver or gold, sturdy, ornate, will carry 

Champagne Bottles and Champagne 
Glasses, must match

4

HAND PROPS

Figure 91 
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2.5 THE PROPERTIES LIST 

10/7/13

CAD_Share:GRADUATE STUDENTS:SCENIC GRADS:Paige Hathaway:Fledermaus:Paperwork:Fledermaus Prop List.xls

37
Champagne 

Glasses

Coupe style, acrylic if possible, Possible 
option: http://www.maison-

midi.com/dining-kitchen/acrylic-coupe-
clear.html

30

38
Feather 
Duster

Black feathers with wooden handle 1

39 Telegram

Text: "Today we're going to a villa where 
there's always a scene. Prince Orlofsky, that 
rich playboy, is giving a big party. Can't you 

steal a dress from your mistress and doll 
yourself up? I'll be glad to take you to the 

party. Get the evening off, and I'll guarantee 
you a good time! You're never bored at 

Orlofsky's! - Ida"

1

40 Coin To be thrown, silver 1

41 Briefcase Lawyer's Briefcase, leather with latch, black 1
Might need to 

collaborate with 
Costumes

42
Champagne 

Bottles
Must all match, with corks, brought out on 

Serving Trays, will contain Champagne
9

43 Ice Bucket Will be brought out on Serving Tray, silver 
or pewter, will contain a Champagne Bottle

1

44
Letter in 
Envelope

Small note in envelope, should not have 
postage

1

45 Pocket Watch On chain, gold, Nick Olcott says that he 
might already have one from Tim

1

46
Decanter of 

Vodka
Silver decanter, embossed, should match 

Vodka Glasses
1

47 Vodka Glasses Like shot glasses, silver, embossed, should 
match Decanter of Vodka

2

48
Bottle of 

Schnapps
Green glass rectangular bottle, with label, 

contains Schnapps
1

49
Glass for 
Schnapps

Cut crystal or glass, acrylic if possible 1

50
Walking 

Sticks
Black with silver tips 2

Might need to 
collaborate with 

Costumes

51 Newspaper In German old script (Fraktur), Viennese 
circa 1900, several pages 1

52 Champagne Is drank in enormous quantities, in 
Champagne Bottles and Champagne Glasses

53 Vodka In Decanter of Vodka

54 Schnapps In Bottle of Schnapps

CONSUMABLES

Figure 92 
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CHAPTER 2: THE PRODUCTION PROCESS 

2.6 THE PROPERTIES BOOK 

The Properties Book is essentially a visual representation of the Properties 

List; it includes research images of each prop, piece of furniture, and 

consumable. The Properties Book is very specific about the intended 

appearance of each prop. All of the furniture (Figures 94-97) was intended to 

be Art Nouveau in style, reflecting the character of the set as a whole. 

However, Art Nouveau furniture is particularly difficult to find and many pieces 

are too expensive for the given budget. In the end, due to time constraints, 

almost all of the furniture pieces were not Art Nouveau in style and were 

instead pulled from the Clarice Smith Performing Arts Center’s Prop 

Warehouse. Looking back, I wish that we had discussed the possibility of 

building the pieces of furniture in order to better reflect the overall style of the 

set design. Below is the Properties Book (Figures 93-107) that was given to 

the prop master, Tim Jones. 

 !

!

! Die!Fledermaus!
PROP!BOOK!

SCENIC!DESIGNER:!PAIGE!HATHAWAY!
!

DATE!REVISED:!10/7/13!

Figure 93 
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2.6 THE PROPERTIES BOOK 

DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 1$

Easy$Chairs$

Armless, upholstered in cream fabric (swatches to be 
provided), stained wood frame, should somewhat 

match the Sofa in style, 2 are needed$
$

DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 2$

Sofa$

Upholstered in cream fabric (swatches to be provided), 
length should roughly be 4'6", stained wood frame$

DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 3$

Dining$Chairs$

Stained wooden frame, art nouveau style carved back, 
2 are needed$

DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 4$

Small$Table$

Circular with four legs, diameter should roughly be 2'6"$

Figure 94 
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2.6 THE PROPERTIES BOOK 

 

DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 5$

Window$Seat$

Upholstered in brown fabric (swatches to be provided), 
fluted back, diamond tufted seat, drafting will be 

provided, must be sturdy as back will be climbed on by 
actors 

DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 6$

Side$Table$

Small, must fit the Large  Vase 
$

DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 7$

Baby$Grand$Piano$
$

Provided by School of Music 
$

DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 8$

Piano$Bench$

For piano player, upholstered in red fabric (swatches to 
be provided), decorative legs$

Figure 95 
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2.6 THE PROPERTIES BOOK 

 

DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 9$

Café$Tables$

Faux white marble top, Diameter of top cannot exceed 
2'6", 8 are needed 

$

DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 10$

Café$Chairs$

Bentwood Café Chairs, painted espresso/ van dyke 
brown color, do not need to 100% match each other, 24 

are needed 
$

DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 11$

Writing$Desk$

Stained wood, few or no drawers are needed,  length 
should not exceed 5'$

DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 12$

Rolling$Desk$Chair$

Stained wood, must be able to easily roll 
$

Figure 96 
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DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 13$

Side$Chairs$

Stained wood, Art Nouveau style, 2 are needed$

DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 14$

Coat$Rack$

Bentwood, stained wood 
$

DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 15$

Chandelier$

Oval, with globe glass fixtures, brass, footprint 
dimensions cannot exceed 2' x 5' 

$

DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 16$

Lace$Table$Topper$

For Small Table, circular, roughly 1'6" in diameter 
$

Figure 97 
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DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 17$

Living$Room$Painting$

Gold frame, dimensions of frame are roughly 5'6" x 4', 
painting is specific, attached to Flying Wall J Unit 

$

DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 18$

Pillows$

For Window Seat, various shapes, sizes, and colors, 
with trim, swatches to be provided, at least 5 are 

needed 
$

DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 19$

Large$Vase$

For Side Table, wide and oval, green in color 
$

DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 20$

Large$Vase$Plant$

Green, leafy, wide, but not too tall 
$

Figure 98 
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DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 21$

Small$Vase$

For Small Table, tall and cylindrical, brown in color 
$

DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 22$

Small$Vase$Flowers$

Red in color, tall arrangement$

DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 23$

Desk$Lamp$

Curved neck, brass, with shade that looks Art Nouveau 
in style, does not have to be practical 

$

DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 24$

Vases$

Different sizes, tall and narrow is preferred, Art 
Nouveau in style, will be attached to Office Wall Unit 

ledge, 2 are needed 

Figure 99 
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DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 25$

Vase$Flowers$

Variety of shapes/sizes depending on their 
corresponding vase shape, 2 are needed 

$

DIE$FLEDERMAUS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Date$Revised:$10/7/2013$
Scenic$Designer:$Paige$Hathaway$

*$Please$note$that$preferred$images$are$outlined$in$red.$ 26$

Ledgers$

Large, stacked on Writing Desk, 3 are needed 
$
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Books$

Large, law books, to be stacked on Flying Wall P ledge, 
10 to 12 are needed 

$
$
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Office$Paintings$

Painted gold, one at 10' x 4'9", one at 4' x 5'5", two at 
3'3" x 2'3", and one oval at 1'6" x 2', paintings are 

specific to each frame, to be attached to Flying Wall P, 
5 are needed 

$

Figure 100 
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Table$Top$Picture$
Frames$

Varying shapes and sizes, should contain either 
miniature paintings or black and white photographs, to 

be attached to Flying Wall P ledge, 3 or 4 are needed 
$
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Knick[knacks$

Could be boxes, vases, figurines, clocks, etc. preferably 
Art Nouveau in style, but could be pulled from stock, to 

be attached to Flying Wall P ledge, 5 to 7 needed 
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Prison$Bell$

Brass finish, not practical, mounted to Flying Wall P  
$
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Pen$Set$

Fountain pen with holder and ink, for Writing Desk 
$

Figure 101 
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Desk$Blotter$

Green in color, for Writing Desk 
$
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Piano$Lamp$

Practical, sits on top of piano to light sheet music  
$
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Sconces$

Practical, from stock with clear globe, 2 are needed, 
attached to Portal H$
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Serving$Trays$

Silver or gold, sturdy, ornate, will carry Champagne 
Bottles and Champagne Glasses, must match, 4 are 

needed 
$

Figure 102 
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Champagne$Glasses$

Coupe style, acrylic if possible, Possible option: 
http://www.maison-midi.com/dining-kitchen/acrylic-

coupe-clear.html, at least 30 are needed$
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Feather$Duster$

Black feathers with wooden handle 
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Telegram$

Text: "Today we're going to a villa where there's always 
a scene. Prince Orlofsky, that rich playboy, is giving a 
big party. Can't you steal a dress from your mistress 
and doll yourself up? I'll be glad to take you to the 

party. Get the evening off, and I'll guarantee you a good 
time! You're never bored at Orlofsky's! - Ida" 

$
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Coin$

To be thrown, silver 
$

Figure 103 
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Briefcase$

Lawyer's Briefcase, leather with latch, black 
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Champagne$Bottles$

Must all match, with corks, brought out on Serving 
Trays, will contain Champagne, 9 are needed 
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Ice$Bucket$

Will be brought out on Serving Tray, silver or pewter, 
will contain a Champagne Bottle 
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Letter$in$Envelope$

Small note in envelope, should not have postage 

Figure 104 
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Pocket$Watch$

On chain, gold, Nick Olcott says that he might already 
have one from Tim$
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Decanter$of$Vodka$

Silver decanter, embossed, should match Vodka 
Glasses 
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Vodka$Glasses$

Like shot glasses, silver, embossed, should match 
Decanter of Vodka, 2 are needed 
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Bottle$of$Schnapps$

Green glass rectangular bottle, with label, contains 
Schnapps 

$

Figure 105 
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Glass$for$Schnapps$

Cut crystal or glass, acrylic if possible, only one is 
needed 
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Walking$Sticks$

Black with silver tips, 2 are needed 
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Newspaper$

In German old script (Fraktur), Viennese circa 1900, 
several pages 
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Champagne$

Is drank in enormous quantities, in Champane Bottles 
and Champagne Glasses 

Figure 106 
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Vodka$

In Decanter of Vodka$
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$

Schnapps$

In Bottle of Schnapps$

Figure 107 
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CHAPTER 3: THE PRODUCTION PHOTOGRAPHS 

3.1 THE PRODUCTION PHOTOGRAPHS 

The following images (Figures 107-123) are photographs taken by myself 

during the final orchestra dress rehearsal of Die Fledermaus. 

Figure 108 
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REFLECTION 

 Looking back on my design process for Die Fledermaus, I could not be 

happier. My communication with the director and the design team felt natural 

and easy. From the initial design meeting to the getting the design submitted 

to the shops, I felt as though we were all on the same page. I gave Nicholas 

Olcott everything he needed in order to stage the opera, given the particular 

set of challenges it offered; Kelsey Hunt and I were immediately in sync with 

the color palette of the piece; Rob Denton and I were clear about the 

challenges that my design would present and how to tackle them in tech. 

Overall, my experience up until the production of the design was enormously 

positive and productive. 

 After submitting my design to the shops, the process became 

significantly more challenging. Initially, my design was grossly over budget, 

and through the hard work of myself, the Technical Director Mark Rapach, 

and Assistant Technical Director Jon Shimon, we were able to get the design 

within budget without significant cuts to the scenery. One of the ways we 

saved money was by borrowing red velour drapes for the Act 2 set. These 

drapes were a cooler red than what I had initially conceived for the design 

and this deeply affected both costumes and lights in the tech process. The 

color palette for costumes included warmer reds, which then felt at odds with 

the “Jezebel Red” drapes. The drapes also took a significant amount of time 

to properly dress, taking several three hour long sessions, which then 

affected the lighting designer and his ability to properly focus lights to help 
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counteract the coolness of the drapes. In retrospect, I wish that I had been 

more prepared for the time-intensive process of dressing the drapes, which 

then would have allowed more time for the lighting designer and I to address 

the coolness of the drapes in juxtaposition to the warmer reds of the 

costumes. 

One of the most disappointing aspects of the design as it was realized 

onstage was the furniture. From the beginning of the design process there 

was an understanding between myself, the director, the design team, and the 

production staff that this was a design that hinged on the artistic style of Art 

Nouveau; not only would the scenery be Art Nouveau in style, but the 

furniture as well. Tim Jones, the prop master, expressed some concern at the 

beginning about the availability of Art Nouveau furniture for a reasonable 

price. Many suggestions were made about what theaters we could borrow 

furniture from, who to contact to get ahold of such furniture, and even the 

possibility of building several of the pieces.  However, as the production 

process moved forward, and Tim Jones began the search for the furniture, 

our communication became less and less fluent. He did not communicate to 

me that he did not think we could realistically purchase or borrow the 

furniture, and I did not press him on the subject. As a result, several weeks 

from tech the only two pieces of furniture we had were an Art Nouveau side 

table borrowed from the director and the unfinished window seat. Months of 

build time wasted, I made the decision to pull from our furniture stock. 

Unfortunately, the entire design suffered because of this. Reflecting back, I 
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wish that I had pushed for all of the furniture being built in order to achieve the 

Art Nouveau silhouette the design called for. 

Additionally, I wish that we had been able to have one more week of 

notes after the set had been loaded in to the theater. Up until opening, the 

shops were working on simply completing the set as I had designed it. With 

more time, I would have been able give paint and prop notes that would have 

finessed the design and gotten it to a better place (patching seams, toning 

moulding, adding table cloths, etc.).  

Despite these few disappointments, I feel that the design was very 

successful for its limited budget. I had a smooth and positive design process 

with my colleagues, and the design, for the most part, looked beautiful 

onstage. My set reflected the style of Art Nouveau and allowed the opera to 

be easily and effectively staged; the director was happy, and so was I. 
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